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was anything but happy. He had come to accept his relations
with Wizzie as his unquestioned fate, as the trench in the great
cosmic battle-field up and down which it was his destiny to
march, making the utmost of every "view" it offered and es-
caping every morning to that secure "dug-out" of his own,
where he kept his resolutely guarded tablets, and where he be-
came an obsessed hand, covering sheet after sheet of paper with
intimations reaching him out of the air.
Every now and then, while his pen automatically went on
moving, he became aware of the noises of the street. They had
come to be curiously dear to him, these sounds. Best of all it
was when the bells of Fordington Church, away to the east,
reached him over the roofs. These sounded only on certain
days, and even when they were ringing it needed a favourable
wind to make them clear to his ear; but when he did hear them
they seemed to have the power of transporting him to a city
as ideal as his pictured Nuremberg, a city charged with the rich,
sweet residue of centuries of human life, life from which the
suffering and bitterness had been winnowed, and only the long,
dim deposit of humanity's afterthoughts, its intimations of
hope against hope, lived on, in the air-motions of that far-
carried sound.
He had come to like the noise of the great busses too, rolling
up or rattling down the street with their reminders, so pleas-
ant to his history-loving ears, of the old coaching days. Even
the rumble of the ordinary motor-cars and lorries, as he caught
their unseen passing from where he sat, seemed to come to him
through a delicately muffled mist, softened by the ghosts of
earlier, less mechanical sounds, and interspersed even now,
especially in the morning hours, by the friendly beat of horses*
hoofs and of the rattle of milk-carts.
It pleased him to think of "the winding mossy ways'' along
which all this London Road traffic through the town from
Weymouth to Salisbury, and from Salisbury to Weymouth,
had to travel ere it reached its destination. He had grown quite
attached to the two Dorchester bridges over which these vehi-
cles had to pass; the little one at the foot of the street, by the
White Hart and the Bridge Hotel, and the big eighteenth-
century stone one, beyond the filling-stations, known as Grey's
Bridge.
But what he liked best of all after the ringing of the bells

